
If I have 5 apples and two plates how many apples can I put on each plate?

This half term your child is working towards achieving knowledge of KIRFs, indicated below. 
The ultimate aim is for your child to be able to recall these facts instantly! 

Key Instant Recall Facts

Be able to 
partition numbers 

to 5 into two 
groups

Know all doubles 
and halves to 10

Know the doubles and 
halves of all numbers 

to 20

Know doubles and 
halves of:

All whole numbers to 
20

All multiples of 10 to 
500

All multiples of 100 to 
5000

Example of doubles and halves of multiples of 100:

What is half  
of 360?
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Double

2 on one plate 
3 on the other

Well done! Can you
do it another way?

of 360?

1/2 of 300 =150

1/2 of 60 = 30

So half of 360 must be 180!

Double

1 � 2

2 � 4

3� 6

Halves

20� 10

19 � 9½ 

18 � 9



Double   near double   twice 2 lots of 2 times    half     halved divided by 2
shared between 2 group in pairs

Helpful hints for parents 
• When children are confident with doubles ask them to find the corresponding halves
• Practise halving at least as often as doubling. This will help children with subtraction at a later date

Make it fun!Make it real!

Playing darts

Call out!

Key vocabulary

If there are 10 shoes. How many dolls can 
have a pair of shoes?

5 dolls!
Can you tell me why?

How many different ways can you share 
5p between 2 people?
Repeat for 4p, 3p etc 0p +5p

1p +4p etc

Play number ping pong!
Start of saying 'ping', child replies with 'pong'.
Repeat and then convert to numbers i.e. say '12' and they reply 
'24' (doubles to 20) Or say, '36' and they say '18'
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This domino could represent 52 or 520 or 5 200. Use any of 
these numbers to double or halve

Challenge!

Timed Games:
How well are you doing? How many questions can you 
answer in   2 minutes. Can you beat your own record?

Dominoes:

Can you tell me why?
Because double 5 is 10.

A TV programme lasts for 40minutes. The 
next programme lasts for twice as long. 
How many minutes does this one last for?

80 minutes!
How do you know?
Because 40 minutes plus 40 minutes is 80 minutes, which is also 1 hour 
20 minutes.

A bag of potatoes weighs 4 600g . What 
would half a bag weigh?

2 300g!
Are you sure?
Because half of 4 600g is 2 300g.

Encourage children to partition the numbers when 
doubling and halving 2- or 3-digit numbers e.g. 
1/2 of 240 is 1/2 of 200 and then 1/2 of 40

Use a magnetic dartboard. Create a game 
involving doubling and halving. To extend change the numbers to 
multiples of 10 e.g. 13 becomes 130

Pick a domino

Start with any single digit number. Keep doubling. How far can 
you get? Can you get back to the beginning again?


